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Abstract 

This paper is intended to solve the problem of high capacity of streaming media and 

data access privilege management in a broadcasting environment. For this, an access 

privilege sharing management technique that enables a safe streaming media service is 

designed by using AONT-based XOR threshold Secret Sharing on the basis of cloud 

computing. Specifically, encryption in protocol is composed of the first encryption that 

maintains the confidentiality of data by performing the AES encryption of streaming 

media data, and the second encryption that makes an access privilege management 

function carried out and satisfies variability and redundancy by the distribution storage 

of AES key. The proposed scheme assures security against a collusion attack between the 

malicious users and cloud servers due to the decryption privilege sharing because the 

first encryption and the second encryption output (header, body) is stored and shared 

through other channels (Privilege Manager Group, Media Service Provider) respectively. 
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1. Introduction 

Recently, the consumers of broadcasting contents want to watch a clear picture. The 

size of media data is becoming larger in order to improve the quality of media contents in 

consideration of needs in the consumer market. An efficiency problem is compelled to be 

considered in order to apply continuously increasing high-capacity media contents to the 

streaming service. Studies using cloud computing technology are in active progress in 

order to solve this efficiency problem. Typically, there is a solution such as Hadoop and 

MapReduce that solves the problem of high capacity, that is to say, big data, by making a 

distributed processing system[1-3]. 

The big data problem occurred as data was increased in geometric progression, due to 

the development of sensor and internet. Big data is characterized by 4Vs adding up high 

volume, high variety, high velocity, and value. That is to say, big data doesn't only mean a 

increase in volume, but also is good-quality data that contains useful information. This big 

data can be used for satisfying the various requirements of consumers with correct 

service[2, 3]. 

Besides, customer information leakage examples in the company database by outsiders 

or personal information leakage examples by malicious insiders occurred, and therefore 

an issue of security for personal information stored in the external storage space is 

brought up. An encryption technique is proposed in order to solve this security 

problem[4], but there is no access privilege management technique that provides a safe 
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streaming service for the user who has fair contents use privilege in the cloud computing 

environment. The threat of information leakage is increasing, as the volume of data of 

various sorts such as media and medical information shared in the cloud computing 

environment is increasing. 

That is to say, a safe protocol design is necessary in order to solve the high capacity 

problem of streaming media in the broadcasting environment and the problem of 

managing the privilege that a user with fair privilege accesses the contents. This paper 

approaches the high capacity problem in the cloud computing environment where 

necessary computing resources can be used as much as required. Besides, it is intended to 

solve the problem of managing the privilege of access to streaming media contents by 

using a cryptographic technique. 

The proposed scheme makes ciphertext (body) by encrypting streaming media data 

with AES[5], and forms Recovery Share (header) and XOR Share (owned by service user) 

by the AONT-based XOR Threshold Secret Sharing [6] of AES key. The formed body, 

header, and XOR Share is transmitted to the cloud provider, Privilege Manager Group, 

and service user respectively, and then is stored and managed. A collusion attack between 

malicious attacker and cloud server can be prevented by guaranteeing the confidentiality 

of data through the distribution storage of header and body, and by implementing the 

function of access privilege management to surely get admission from Privilege Manager 

Group when User group accesses data. 

The contents of text are as follows. In Chapter 2, the related studies forming the 

proposed scheme are introduced. And in Chapter 3, an encryption protocol by using 

AONT-based XOR threshold Secret Sharing that is the proposed scheme is designed. In 

Chapter 4, the characteristics of proposed scheme are analyzed. Finally, in Chapter 5, the 

conclusion of this paper is formed. 

 

2. Related Work 

This chapter describes the overview and the detailed algorithm of AONT-based XOR 

threshold Secret Sharing. 

 

2.1. Overview of AONT based XOR Threshold Secret Sharing 

AONT-based XOR threshold Secret Sharing [6] is a scheme to guarantee both 

variability and redundancy of data, by combining AONT [7, 8] with XOR threshold 

Secret Sharing [9-11]. 
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Figure 1. AONT based XOR       Threshold Secret Sharing 

The size of Node_Li(i=1,...,d-1) is made to decrease by repeatedly applying AONT to 

secret information like Figure 1, and then XOR threshold Secret Sharing is applied to 

Node_Ld (share after AONT transformation is performed d times). It is designed so as to 

obtain variability to split data in the required block size by applying AONT 

transformation to secret information and redundancy in preparation for data loss by 

applying XOR threshold Secret Sharing to Node_Ld. 

A point to which attention should be paid is the application of Recovery Share and 

XOR Share. Recovery Share is a share generated in case of AONT transformation, and is 

an essentially necessary share in case of recovery (Node_R1, Node_R2, ..., Node_Rd). And 

XOR Share is a share generated by XOR threshold Secret Sharing, and is a share 

(Node_Ld,1, Node_Ld,2,..., Node_Ld,n) that has redundancy (if there are shares, then the 

loss of the remaining shares doesn't matter). 

In the protocol of proposed scheme, Recovery Share is owned by Privilege Manager 

Group, and XOR Share is owned by User. When User wants to read data, the recovery of 

Node_Ld to   XOR Shares, and the recovery of AES key by receiving the Recovery 

Share from Privilege Manager Group is utilized as an access admission procedure (access 

privilege management). 

The specific examples of this application are shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. AONT based XOR       Threshold Secret Sharing 

Plaintext of 10M (Mega byte) is splitted by AONT transformation. In the first 

execution, 10M is splitted into 7M and 3M. And in the second execution, 7M is splitted 

into 5M and 2M. And it is shared out to 3 XOR Shares by applying       threshold 

Secret Sharing to 5M. And enable recovery to its original condition if there are just 2 

XOR Shares. 

If plaintext of 10M is shared only by XOR       threshold Secret Sharing, then 

storage space of 30M is necessary. By contrast, if AONT-based XOR       threshold 

Secret Sharing is used, then storage space of 20M is necessary. Besides, if AONT is 

repeatedly applied, then it is possible to more reduce the volume of the share distributed 

by Secret Sharing. That is to say, storage space is effectively utilized, and security against 

data loss is also guaranteed. 

 

2.2. The Detailed Algorithm of AONT based XOR Threshold Secret Sharing 

○1  System Setup: Step to set up a system 

⋅   {   }       {   }  is hash function,   {   }  {   }       is generator 

function 

⋅   is the size of a block,   is the number of blocks 

○2  Encryption: Step to encrypt data   with AES 

⋅ Form a ciphertext   by encrypting data   with AES.  

○3  Key Splitting: Step to split AES key by AONT-based XOR       threshold Secret 

Sharing 
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a. AONT Transformation 

⋅ Split AES key   into               {   }           in order to perform 

AONT transformation.  

⋅ Calculate                       by using a hash function  . 

⋅ Calculate          by using a generator function   for      . 

⋅ Calculate                (Node_Li(i=1,...,d)) by XOR operation of 

                and         . 

                                           

⋅ Calculate                    by using a hash function   

⋅ Calculate   (Node_Ri) by the XOR operation of                    and 

       . 

                              

⋅ Perform the AONT transformation of Node_Li d times. 

⋅ Store all Node_Ri(i=1,...,d) (Recovery Share) in Privilege Manager Group after the 

final d-th transformation. 

⋅ The Recovery Share stored in Privilege Manager Group is transmitted in a bundle in 

case of requesting decryption. 

 

b. XOR       threshold Secret Sharing (for the purpose of explanation, set   for 2, 

and   for 3)  

⋅ Split Node_Ld into           {   }         . 

⋅ Generate 2 random numbers          {   }         . 

⋅ Generate the following Node_Ld,i(i=1,2,3) by XOR operation of       and       

Node_Ld,1=(        ,      ) 

Node_Ld,2=(     ,         ) 

Node_Ld,3=(  ,   ) 

⋅ Transmit Node_Ld,i to each user. 

 

○4  Decryption: Step to recover AES key by AONT-based XOR       threshold 

Secret Sharing, to decrypt a ciphertext   by the recovered ASE key, and to derive data 
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a. XOR secret recovery 

⋅ User collects threshold   Node_Ld,i(i=1,2,3), and then Node_Ld is recovered as 

follows, through XOR operation (Use Node_Ld,1 and Node_Ld,2, for the purpose of 

explanation)  

            

                  

⋅Form Node_Ld=         

b. AONT inverse transformation 

⋅ User is authenticated by Privilege Manager Group, and receives all Node_Ri(i=1,...,d), 

and the process of AONT inverse transformation is performed d times, and then AES key 

is recovered. 

c. Decryption of ciphertext   

⋅ Decrypt a ciphertext   with AES key recovered by AONT-based XOR threshold 

Secret Sharing. 
 

3. The Proposed Scheme 

This chapter describes a protocol to encrypt media data by using AONT-based 

threshold Secret Sharing. 

 

3.1. Overview 

Data Owner want that only User who have fair privilege should use their media data. 

The proposed scheme provides a function to grant the privilege of access to media data 

after a credible institution judges whether a consumer is a fair user in spite of the 

condition that Data Owner is absent. 

Encryption in protocol is composed of the first encryption that maintains the 

confidentiality of data by performing the AES encryption of streaming media data, and 

the second encryption that makes an access privilege management function carried out 

and satisfies variability and redundancy by the distribution storage of AES key. In 

addition, the proposed scheme assures security against a collusion attack between the 

malicious users and cloud servers due to the decryption privilege sharing because the first 

encryption and the second encryption output (header, body) is stored and shared through 

other channels (Privilege Manager Group, Media Service Provider) respectively. 
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Figure 3. The Protocol of Proposed Scheme 

The protocol of proposed scheme is composed of 4 groups (Data Owner, User, 

Privilege Manager Group, Media Service Provider) and the function of each group. 

Data Owner is a group such as media data producer that practically owns the copyright 

of media data, and plays a role in forming a header and body through encryption in order 

to provide media data for User. User is a user or potential user who uses Data Owner's 

service, and uses media data by possessing XOR Share and obtaining admission from 

Privilege Manager Group. 

Media Service Provider is a cloud provider group that owns data storage server only 

for media data, and manages a ciphertext and the identifier of header corresponding to it. 

Privilege Manager Group is a credible accredited institution that judges whether User is a 

fair user in case of access to data, and manages Recovery Share and the identifier of XOR 

Share corresponding to it. 

Specific encryption and access privilege management process is explained in the 

following chapter. 

 

3.2. Encryption of Media Data 

This chapter explains the process of media data encryption. As mentioned before, the 

encryption algorithm uses AES encryption algorithm and the AONT-based XOR 

threshold Secret Sharing of related studies. 

Above all, as the first encryption, Data Owner forms encrypted streaming media data 

(body) by encrypting streaming media data with AES key. The same identifier is attached 

to the encrypted streaming media data and AES key. And a list of identifiers for each 

ciphertext is managed by Media Service Provider. An identifier is used for searching each 

secret key corresponding to the ciphertext for decryption. 
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Figure 4. First Encryption 

As the second encryption, Recovery Share and XOR Share is formed by the 

AONT-based XOR threshold Secret Sharing [6] of AES key to which an identifier is 

attached. The same identifier is given to XOR Share and Recovery Share. And a list of 

identifiers for each share is kept by Privilege Manager Group. Recovery Share is stored in 

Privilege Manager Group. And XOR Share is transmitted to User. A point that the 

minimum privilege to recover AES key is given only if XOR Shares (the same identifier) 

more than threshold decided in XOR threshold Secret Sharing are gathered becomes a 

clue to make Privilege Manager Group judge whether to transmit Recovery Share. 

 

 

Figure 5. Second Encryption 

The output of encryption is XOR Share, Recovery Share, and encrypted streaming 

media data. The privilege to save and manage this data is given to User, Privilege 

Manager Group, and Media Service Provider. It is safe against a collusion attack because 

data can be used only after their consent is given by all of User, Privilege Manager Group, 

and Media Service Provider. 
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3.3. Decryption of Media Data 

Data Owner encrypts streaming media data with AES, and splits·shares AES key by 

AONT-based XOR threshold Secret Sharing. A ciphertext encrypted with AES is 

transmitted to Media Service Provider, and all Recovery Share splitted by the 

AONT-based XOR threshold Secret Sharing of AES key is transmitted to Privilege 

Manager Group, and XOR Share is distributed to User. If User wants to use media data, a 

fair use is authenticated (access admission) by Privilege Manager Group through XOR 

Share (the same identifier) more than threshold decided in the XOR threshold Secret 

Sharing, and all Recovery Share (Recovery Share corresponding to the identifier of XOR 

Share) is acquired. AES key is acquired by performing the process of AONT-based XOR 

threshold Secret Sharing inverse transformation. And the encrypted streaming media data 

corresponding to the identifier of AES key is received and decrypted. 

 

4. Analysis 
 

4.1. Collusion Attack of Media Service Provider and Privilege Manager Group 

The proposed scheme shares and stores header and body that is decryption privilege. 

Besides, data is encrypted with AES. And AES key is splitted shared (d Recovery Shares, 

n XOR Shares for Node_Ld) by AONT-based XOR threshold Secret Sharing. A ciphertext 

is shared out stored to Media Service Provider, d Recovery Shares to Privilege Manager 

Group that is a credible institution, and n XOR Shares for Node_Ld to User respectively. 

Privilege Manager Group authenticates a fair user, and provides decryption privilege 

(secret key) for ciphertext. That is to say, a procedure to authenticate User can be made, 

and the threat of collusion attack can be prevented by the sharing of decryption privilege. 

 

4.2. Efficiency of AONT-based XOR Threshold Secret Sharing Calculation 

The proposed scheme splits data into pieces of small size by repeatedly applying 

AONT to secret key, and applies XOR threshold Secret Sharing to only one share (Share 

except Recovery Share) among them. It is a universally acknowledged truth that XOR 

operation is outstanding in the aspect of efficiency. Besides, in case of independently 

using only Secret Sharing scheme, storage space is ineffectively required as much as a 

multiple of the number of shares splitted from the original data. However, if AONT 

technique is utilized, then the size of splitted data can be reduced, and therefore it is 

effective. 

 

4.3. Redundancy of AONT-based XOR Threshold Secret Sharing 

It is possible to solve the problem of lack of redundancy according to the loss of secret 

key possessed by User. In other words, if a secret key is lost, then it should be issued 

again, and a consequent problem of overload in calculation is anticipated. From the 

viewpoint of company, a service is suspended until the secret key is issued again, and 

therefore it fails to maintain business continuity and wastes time cost. The proposed 

scheme can recover the secret key if only threshold   XOR Shares exist among   XOR 

Shares for Node_Ld, which User possesses. That is to say, the possibility of recovery is 

decided according to the amount of   XOR Shares information required for recovering 

Node_Ld among   XOR Shares by utilizing XOR threshold Secret Sharing. 
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5. Conclusion 

This paper formed a protocol to be capable of recovering the encrypted streaming 

media data only if a key is shared⋅stored by using AONT-based XOR threshold Secret 

Sharing, and User acquires the Recovery Share (Privilege Manager Group) and XOR 

Share (User) distributed by Data Owner. Besides, it guarantees security against a 

collusion attack through realizing the management of access privilege and the 

management of distribution of decryption privilege by Privilege Manager Group. 
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